Editors, Staff Members Will Explain Production To Prospective Heelers

Positions in News, Features, Photography, Sports, Business Are Open to Male Undergraduates

The Daily Pennsylvania will hold its fall heeling smoker tonight at 7:30 in Houston Hall.

Heelers for all staffs are invited to attend this meeting, where any questions will be answered concerning the production of The Daily Pennsylvania. Editors and staff members will be on hand to explain the daily operations and positions.

Newsmen

Frosh Ivy Hop Held Saturday; Bennett Club Sponsors Dance

The annual Frosh Ivy Hop, sponsored by the Houston Hall Board of Directors, will take place Saturday night in Houston Hall Auditorium from 8:30 p.m. to midnight. Eddie Spiegel's Band will provide the music for the affair.

The dance is one of the biggest frosh occasions of the fall. Tickets for the informal dance may be purchased at the Houston Hall information desk starting today.

The "dance last year," according to Paul Gross, chairman of the Frosh Ivy Hop, "was well attended and quite successful. We hope that we will have an equally good turn-out this year." Registration will begin immediately after the close of the hop, which will be held about 11 p.m.

Newman Club Meets

A general meeting of the Newman Club will be held at Newman Hall this afternoon.

The meeting is open to all members of the Newman Club and is being held especially to acquaint the freshmen with the Newman Club.

Explanations of the various activities and committees that are a part of the club's program will be given by the officers of the freshmen.

Glee Club

There will be a Glee Club rehearsal this afternoon at 4 in room 100 of the Hare Building. All members of the Glee Club are expected to attend.

Ivy Club Meets

The Ivy Club will hold its first meeting of the year today at 3 p.m. in Room 1 in Houston Hall, with Bennett Myers, president, in charge.

On Friday, October 7, the club will sponsor a stag dance with the Presbyterian Women's Home. Members of the University are invited.

Parking Ban on Spruce St. Becomes Effective Shortly

Unloading Bays Made To Ease Traffic Problem

Construction of four "unloading bays" will begin this week as part of a city plan that will prohibit parking along Spruce Street between 16th and 17th Streets in an effort to speed traffic along that street.

The bays are designed to allow automobiles or commercial vehicles to be made in the move of the traffic.

Three bays will be constructed on the south side of the street, one near Memorial Tower Dormitory, one near the West End, and one near the gates of the Men's Dormitory. The fourth bay will accommodate four automobiles.

The University's ownership rights extend only to the building lines, however, under the laws of the city, property owners and tenants are responsible for maintenance of the sidewalks, and any damage caused will be paid upon the owners from their use.

As a result, the University must cooperate in the construction of the bays that will complete the project.

No Ban Yet

No ban has been called for in the matter of the curbings to be made in front of the buildings on Spruce Street, but the University has been informed that the bananas will be made.
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The time is coming when Pennsylvania's football team is going to at least realize its latent ability and break into the win column. Steve Soto and staff are about to see some satisfaction from the long uphill battle to mold an inexperienced squad into a sound football team. The time is coming when Pennsylvania well wishers can expect to see the Quakers starting plenty of fireworks on Franklin Field the next two Saturdays.

No, we didn't beat California last Saturday, however, anyone watching the game saw Penn play twice the game it did against VPI. A three yard punt return was scored and Culsend its only score to a 13-0 lead. The Quakers gained a fumble recovery. Cul was a bigger, rougher team than Virginia Tech but until their fourth period of fireworks on Franklin Field the next Saturday, the Quakers two breaks, one nullified by a penalty (of course) to get in position to score. The statistics showed a great bulge for California, but in the end, perhaps, the Quakers managed to stop any Penn threat even though the game was tied and Cal owed its only score to a fumble recovery.

The statistics showed a great bulge for the Golden Bears, but the Quakers were not about to be held down by the fact that they were playing 14 hours with one stop on the way out and 14 hours with one stop on the way back. The Quakers never felt safe, however, on the way back. The endless hours in the air were spent in the window gang in the eastern half of the country on the way out and in the window gang in the western half on the way back. The window gang was led by Stan Chapman, who did much to augment the cheering section in the hall. The reading material on the trip varied from a sheet of instructions written in "El b-panol" as Sebo checked the English on the trip (Lebengood jarred the runner loose from the overhead baggage rack as the plane bumped over the Rockies).

Pennsylvania's football team poses for a picture at the Philadelphia airport before taking off for California in a chartered Trans Caribbean DC-4. The young lady in the picture between Bill Assisi and Captain Jim Shada is a stewardess and is not to be considered one of the team.
Six Quaker Grid Foos Triumph On Saturday
by Dan Dawley
All but two of Pennsylvania's 1955 football opponents were
victims of Quaker grid foos. Now in the hands of California.
For there seemed to be little that the Quaker grid foos could
not do this year to be successful. Since last year's
season, the Quaker grid foos have been
working on their game and it shows.
Aiding them was the return of star
players, who had been injured last
year. The Quaker grid foos have been
practicing for a long time and it shows in their game.

Yanks Win 5-1

Evenup Series
The New York Yankees returned,
In this year's

Saturdays' Eye-Action in last season's Pennsylvania-

Soccer Team Drops

The game was close throughout

I-F Grid Season Begins; Four Games Scheduled
The I-F touch football single elimination
tournament begins im

SPECIAL!! KHIK THWILL CHINO $3.75

VARSITY SHOP Oporto Men's Deena

CLASSIFIED ADS

ROOM & BOARD—For room and school

3rd downs.

CONVERSION—Yell black and

Yank's Grid Foos

the future resides in MEN WITH
IMAGINATION!

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, the nation's most
important initiative for the development of atomic
wepons, is interested in young graduates and

From cap to cuff... VAN SCOTT... new
wardrobe idea

For a new wardrobe idea
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The concern for dress is more evident in the Ivy League than in other colleges throughout the nation... and more so on the cosmopolitan Penn campus than in other Ivy League schools. The new collegian needs to be accepted by his dress and one of the surest ways for the freshman to orient to campus life is to be seen in the "right" campus clothes.

Jerry Finn's traditionally fine clothing is in the accepted mode--conform to the classic standard of conservative good taste and casual smart looks.

THOMAS W. ADAMS

Mrs. Pennsylvania-1954